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AMPLIDYNE EFFECT
Amplidyne Effect is the brainchild of producer and musician Martin Georgievski 
(b. 1988), solo project created and introduced to the experimental music scene in 
Republic of Macedonia, September 2009. First started as a drone / noise project and 
evolved into more complex improvised interpolated ambient music with electronic and 
subtle post-rock, shoegaze and noise elements. Incorporating design and photography 
in the project, Amplidyne Effect had it’s first exhibition in February 2014.  Amplidyne 
Effect is also part of the ambient/drone band based in Macedonia “Post Global Trio” 
and the experimental-darkwave-noise side project “Meissa Ionis”. 

Long improvised sessions and recordings at the home studio, exploring with 
keyboards, guitar, bass, field recordings and piezo microphones compose the 
music of Amplidyne Effect, all from long solo recording sessions, internet streams 
or combined effort from musicians and artists over e-mail or recording sessions. 
Main theme and inspiration for the project comes from nature itself, technology, 
the urban world, travels, and general exploration and destruction of sound.  

Amplidyne Effect has collaborated with artists from United States, Canada, United 
Kingdom, Argentina, Switzerland, Spain, Macedonia and Serbia on-stage live, through 
internet streams or recording sessions.

Amplidyne Effect has collaborated with artists and musicians: 
Aleksandar Nikov, Aleksandar Ordev, Aleksandar Baltiq (BATL / Disphilharmonia), 
Brian Alexander (Vulganstein), Constantine Katsiris (Scant_Intone),  
Dimitar Dodovski (Moss Garden), D’Incise, Goce Gligurovski (Mnemonic45), 
Jonas Kocher, Marko Jevtic (StJv), Marko Kuculovski, 
Melissa Blomberg (Kashmir / Synth Surfers Ensemble / DEBRIS), 
Ognen Spirovski (Ogie), Sase Puckovski (Noitu / Disphilharmonia), 
Sonja Dimitrioska (KLO / Mooger Fooger / Then / Pikolomini / Future Cathedrals), 
Simon Jones (Hot Hail / a.P.A.t.T.), Toni Dimitrov (Sound_00), 
Todd Kopec (One Frequency / Cabinet), Srđan Gojković “Gile” (Elektricni Orgazam), 
Vasko Serafimov & Venko Serafimov (Konkord/Moral).



PROJECTS
1. OLDCAST Improvisation Sessions

OLDCAST are series of long improvised sessions that were recorded on specific dates 
between the period of 2010 and 2011, sets raging from lo-fi ambient, experimental 
to post-rock sounds. In total over 50 Oldcasts were released, and Oldcast #50 is 
Amplidyne Effect’s first album in the discography, with contribution of fresh sounds 
recorded by other artists. 
All Oldcasts have been uploaded on Mixcloud and Bandcamp, and they can be 
streamed or downloaded for free.

2. Meissa Ionis
Meissa Ionis is the mean darkwave, doom drone and lo-fi experimental side-project 
of Amplidyne Effect. Meissa Ionis music is mostly composed by using heavy distorted 
guitar and bass, piezo microphones and synths, all improvised on the spot. Meissa 
Ionis debut album is Quadroscopia released in 2014.

https://soundcloud.com/meissa-ionis

3. Post Global Trio
Post Global Trio is an ambient/drone collective composed of Toni Dimitrov, Dimitar 
Dodovski and Martin Georgievski. Post Global Trio performs all live improvisation 
sets using ambient textures and field recordings. Post Global Trio is an experience. 
Experience that you can feel on the journey through distant lands. Inside or outside 
thyself. Image of clear and subtle soundscapes and landscapes. Enter into the 
woods. Leave the city behind the horizon. Forget about it... Now enter more deeply. 
In thyself. And find yourself. The way you were before you have long forgotten. 
The project is created as a continuity of communication, collaboration, necessity 
of developing a certain scene. Sound picture of long-term mutual philosophical 
meditations. Post Global Trio is a project between Toni Dimitrov, Dimitar Dodovski 
and Martin Georgievski.

https://soundcloud.com/postglobaltrio



4. False Perspective
FALSE PERSPECTIVE is a design, experimental photography and scans exhibition 
followed by a deep drone sound work of 2 hours and a blurred perspective video 
of colors and shapes. First installation and exhibition was at the February 28th, 
2014 at the Autonomous Culture & Social Center in Skopje, included an intimate 
live ambient performance. Second presentation of the ambient piece was in 2015 in 
Prishtina, the piece is uploaded on YouTube for streaming as 2 hour long ambient/
drone piece.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gakcIGxJuTM

5. Amplidyne Effect  - Photography and Glitch + Drones
Photography and Glitch + Drones is an experimental concept minibook (110x80mm) 
printed only on sides of print signatures that were supposed to be recycled or thrown 
out. Each page was printed on a different date, different mix of colours, different 
style and weight of paper. The Minibook represents one way of a photographic 
journal on travels and gigs "around the world"  and glitch design.
The Minibook was featured on  “Photo book show” in Galleri Vasli Souza Malmö, 
Sweden (2014).

6. Amplidyne Effect & Todd Kopec
Meeting on a numerous internet streams, Todd Kopec of Pennsylvania based band 
‘Cabinet’  and Amplidyne Effect played a few shows over the internet through the 
concept known as dual streaming where one artists streams the sound to the other 
who improvises over the sound. They met on a few occasions over the internet and 
recorded a lot of improv sessions, each consisting of an hour of recorded material. 
Soon to be released as an album, two of the songs are located on Soundcloud with 
positive reviews from listeners. The music can be defined as ambient with violin and 
electronics and some pseudo post-rock elements, in the works located on mixcloud.

7. Amplidyne Effect & Melissa Blomberg (Kashmir)
Amplidyne Effect and Melissa Blomberg from Buenos Aires, Argentina worked on 
two highly positively reviewed songs on soundcloud, cover for Radiohead’s song 
‘Videotape’ and the combined effort for Suspended Soul, a dreampop-electronic 
dream journal with lyrics from Melissa, each of them with over 700 plays on 
Soundcloud (combined profiles). This collaboration sees it’s day through the internet, 
combined works over e-mail and facebook. Melissa also provides her synths on 
“Oldcast #39 - Resonant Distance” and “Oldcast #50 - Blossom”. An improvised track 
called "Interpol" with Melisa's vocals surfaced on Soundcloud and was released as 
part of a various artist compilation on Tropic 69.

8. Amplidyne Effect & Simon Jones (Hot Hail)
Simon Jones and Amplidyne Effect met over the internet and have also been 
recording material over a couple of dual stream recording sessions, first surfaced on 
mixcloud and later rendered as material for their first collaborative album “Isotopia” 
released in 2014. Some material from their recording sessions are soon to surface 
as parts of compilations, albums or collaborative EP’s.





LIVE GIGS
Amplidyne Effect usually performes solo, and sometimes has other artist and music 
collaborators join him on stage making a full band. Every live gig is a different improvised story, 
it might be an ambient / drone journey, or an electronic dance-rock noise session with songs 
you might or might not have heard before in a different arangement, style or sound.  
Couple of the live performances are available to watch on Youtube.

Amplidyne Effect usually is:
Martin Georgievski on Guitar, Synths, Electronics, Loops, Piezo's, Drum Arrangements...
Marko Kuculovski - Violin, Vocals | Toni Dimitrov - Electronics, Field Recordings
Sonja Dimitriovska - Flute, Vocals | Dimitar Dodovski - Electronics
Aleksandar Nikov - Synths | Ognen Spirovski - Synths, Electronics

CONCERT DATES:
1. 18.11.2009 Indie Pub, Skopje (Solo)
2. 27.02.2010 Dom na Mlad, Shtip 
    (w/ Vasko Serafimov & Venko Serafimov)
3. 22.05.2010 Kino Frosina MKC, Skopje
    (w/ Vasko Serafimov, Venko Serafimov 
           & Srđan Gojković “Gile”)
4. 24.05.2010 Radio Kanal 103, Skopje (Solo)
5. 09.10.2011 Frik Festival 2011, Skopje (Solo)
6. 15.06.2012 Skopje Kreativa 2012, Skopje 
    (w/ Sound_00, Noitu, Batl, Dimitar Dodovski)
7. 03.07.2012 Skopsko Leto (Univerzalna Sala), Skopje
    (w/ Vasko Serafimov)
8. 04.07.2012 Radio Kanal 103 Radio, Skopje 
    (w/ Sound_00, Noitu, Dimitar Dodovski)
9. 26.08.2012 BOSH Festival, Gevgelija 
    (w/ Scant Intone, Sound_00, Noitu)
10. 17.10.2012 Radio Kanal 103, Skopje 
       (w/ Scant Intone, Sound_00, Dimitar Dodovski)
11. 29.11.2012 Radio Kanal 103, Skopje 
       (w/ D'incise, Jonas Kocher)
12. 28.03.2013 Menada, Skopje
       (w/ Toni Dimitrov, Marko Kuculovski, Sonja) 
13. 28.04.2013 Radio Kanal 103, Skopje 
       (Ако никој не свири) (w/ Marko Kuculovski)
14. 06.06.2013 Radio Kanal 103, Skopje 
       (w/ DEER)
15. 12.10.2013 Damar, Swiss Music Days, Skopje  
       (/w KOCHER-BADRUTT Duo)
16. 24.10.2013 City Jazz Club MOJO, Skopje 
       (CD Promotion + LIVE) 
       (/w Toni Dimitrov, Sonja Dimitrioska, Marko Kuculovski)

17. 08.11.2013 FRIK Festival 2013, Skopje 
      (w/ Post Global Trio)
18. 15.12.2013 Kanal 103, Skopje (Ако никој не свири)
      (w/ Post Global Trio)
19. 29.12.2013 AKCS, Skopje 29th December 
      (w/ Post Global Trio)
20. 15.02.2014 ImprovE 2.14, Leila Bar Belgrade, Serbia
       (w/ Post Global Trio + Marko Jevtic)
21. 16.02.2014 Bivši Bar, Serbia 
      (w/ Post Global Trio)
22. 28.02.2014 AKSC, Skopje  
      (FALSE PERSPECTIVE Exhibition + Live Performance Solo)
23. 08.05.2014 MKC, AKSC Fundraser, Skopje
      (w/ Ogie, Dimitar Dodovski, Aleksandar Nikov, 
            Sonja Dimitrioska)
24. 10.11.2014 KULA, Skopje (Solo)
25. 16.11.2014 Pnem World SoundArt Festival, Uden,  
       Netherlands  (w/ Post Global Trio)
26. 23.01.2015 Dit' e Nat', Prishtina, Kosovo (Solo)
27. 20.02.2015 Leila Bar Belgrade, Serbia 
      (Solo + Post Global Trio & Marko Jevtic)
28. 27.02.2015 AKSC, Skopje, Macedonia 
      (Solo)
29. 21.03.2015 March Equinox 2015 Internet Stream Event     
      electro-music.com (Solo)
30. 24.03.2015 ToBe Continued... Internet Festival (Solo)
31. 13.04.2015 MKC, Skopje 
       (w/ La Confraternita Del Purgatorio, 
              Amplidyne Effect + Sonja Dimitrioska)



DISCOGRAPHY
Amplidyne Effect - Oldcast #50 - Blossom
25.10.2013 (Self-Released - LP)
TRACKLIST: 1. Path, 2. Botany, 3. Northen, 4. Oldcast #50.5 - Blossomer (bonus)
(Mastered by Noitu)
Oldcast #50 - Blossom is the 50th in the series of Oldcasts released on bandcamp. 
It is an ambiental piece of 25 minutes recorded in 2011, and when surfaced again in 
2013 before the release it was collaborated upon with sounds and improvisations 
by artists Vulganstein, Sound_00, Kashmir and Noitu. Released both digitaly and as 
a limited edition CDr.

http://amplidyneeffect.bandcamp.com/album/oldcast-50-blossom

Amplidyne Effect & Hot Hail - Isotopia
24.05.2014 (Self-Released - LP)
TRACKLIST: 1. Rhytmos, 2. Dorimurando, 3. Personal Forest, 4. Lili’s Dream, 5. Terra, 6. Stereotypical 
Ceratops, 7. Radiance 400, 8. Overlooking Thames, 9. So Long!, 10. Interstellar Meow
(Mastered by Hot Hail)
Recorded in 2012 and 2013 on three seperate dual stream internet jam sessions, 
Isotopia is the experimental, drone, noise album by artists Amplidyne Effect and 
England based artist Simon Jones a.k.a Hot Hail. Ambience combined with sheer 
experimentation and noise using piezo microphones, noises, guitars, synths, com-
puter fan, and so many other gadgets.
http://amplidyneeffect.bandcamp.com/album/isotopia

Amplidyne Effect -  Music for Imaginary Exhibitions 
12.10.2014 (Self-Released - LP)
TRACKLIST: 1. Articulate Noise for Fading Depression in Modern Time Geological Movement, 2. Melodic, 
3. Graphic Time Zero, 4. Integrity Define (Boost Mix) 5. Holtergeist, 6. Postscotch, 7. Postscotch II, 8. Mr. 
Postman Listens to The National, 9. Space Format, 10. Locomotive (with Nicotine Problem), 11. Station 
(Arrival in Progress), 12. The Candyman Can (Vaporwave Mix), 13. HopScotch (TL;DL Album Mix)
Music for Imaginary Exhibition is a single improvised session using only piezo mi-
crophones and gadgets to create a quazi-industrial and ambient sound throughout 
the whole album. The concept is the sounds of all imaginary exhibitions fit into one 
destruction of sound / idea. 
https://amplidyneeffect.bandcamp.com/album/music-for-imaginary-exhibitions

Amplidyne Effect -  Patternized Movements 
May 2015 (To be released on Post Global - EP)
TRACKLIST: 1. Movement I - Feeling in Motion, 2. Movement II - Lake, 3. Movement III - Forest Spirit, 4. 
Movement IV - Meadow, 5. Movement V - The Machine, 6. Movement VI - Modern Poltergeist
Patternized Movement is an improvised ambient journey consisting of 6 move-
ments into the deep conscious of ones mind, inspired by the fight of the machines 
and nature to coexist in the same world. This EP was recorded in a single impro-
vised session and will be released soon on Post Global as part of the local album 
selections.

TBA...



Post Global Trio - Post Global Trio
20.01.2014 (Post Global Recordings - LP)
TRACKLIST: 1. post global trio
Post Global Trio is the whole improvised work of Toni Dimitrov, Dimitar Dodovski
and Martin Georgievski, recorded one October evening from one of the dark
desolate studios of the Macedonian Radio and Television building. It was streamed
on the frequency of 103 FM at the radio Kanal 103 in Skopje and online internation-
ally. Combined into a full hour through the immaculate sound-shaped, drones, field
recordings and textures, it resonates somewhere between the abstraction and the
narrative flow, leaving you breathless with its sonic impact.
http://post-global.com/releases/post010.html

Post Global Trio - Fluids
30.09.2014 (Unknown Tone Records - LP)
TRACKLIST: 1. I 2. II, 3. III, 4. IV, 5. V, 5. VI
(Pre-Masters by Avtopat, Mastered by Mark Kuykendall)
Fluids are snippet of the 3 hour improvisation session recorded in January 2014 in
the Amplidyne Effect ‘Studio’ by Martin Georgievski, Dimitar Dodovski and Toni
Dimitrov. Released for Unknown Tone Records as limited edition of CD’s. For those
who enjoy silence, the sound of nature, soundscapes, field recordings, 12k, rural
colours, preservation…

http://unknowntonerecords.bandcamp.com/album/fluids

Meissa Ionis - Quadroscopia
22.03.2014 (Self-Released - LP)
TRACKLIST: 1. Miley Cirus Twerks the Almighty Twerk, 2. Quadrant of Time, 3. That Piece of Sh*t Circle
Design, 4. The Theory of Subconscious Rhythm, 5. Machine XXII... Machine XXIII... Machine XXIV... , 6.
(Un)Twist, 7. Alfred Hitchcock
Quadroscopia is ‘method of disaster’ quality album, recorded, rushed & edited in
under 4 hours. Defined by loud guitar distortions and drones, unrecognizable vo-
cals, synths and bass guitar, The crazy and noisy side project of Amplidyne Effect. It’s 
the distorted deep drone album that could be compared to the works of Sunn O))),
Merzbow, Earth and other doom drone bands.
http://amplidyneeffect.bandcamp.com/album/meissa-ionis-quadroscopia

Meissa Ionis - Epic Propulsion 
15.09.2014 (Self-Released - EP)
TRACKLIST: 1. Twice (Oh The Entropy), 2. Encyclopedia Britannica’s Worst Nightmare, 3. SPANK
MASTER 3000, 4. Indoor Outdoor BBQ Party, 5. Пу, Пу Неважи, 6. Albatros Bomb Replica
Epic Propulsion is the lo-fi noise ambient EP by Meissa Ionis, recorded in a single
improvised session using only a piezo microphone connected to an acoustic guitar
and minimum ammount of synths. Unlike it’s predecesor (Quadroscopia) this album
is more lo-fi toned as it transpires from an acoustic set, to an electro sound infused
only with piezo sounds and minimal synths.

http://amplidyneeffect.bandcamp.com/album/epic-propulsion

Meissa Ionis - Urban Cosmos
2015 (Self-Released - LP) TBA...
TRACKLIST: TBA..

TBA...

TBA...

Post Global Trio - Clouds
To Be Released... (Twice Removed, TR059 | 2015)



COMPILATIONS
Across The Mountains - A Macedonian Ambient Music Compilation
11.08.2014 (Silber Allies & Post Global Recordings)

A collection of ambient music from Macedonia curated by Silber allies and Post 
Global Recordings. The tracks “Amplidyne Effect - The Introvert Microorganism” and 
“Post Global Trio - 2” are featured in this compilation.
From wandering synth and field recordings by Dimitar Dodovski, to a sprawling 15 
minute aleatoric piano piece with huge clouds of gathering static and ominous gui-
tar crackle by fydhws, billowy projections of soft guitar-based droning by Ampli-
dyne Effect, plus plenty of pulsing, Nu-New Age crystalline synth by Sherafedin Kurt. 
Sound_00 and Airless Project hold down the dark-ambient side of things bringing 
some much needed noise and darker synth tones into this otherwise all-lights-on 
affair.
http://silbermedia.bandcamp.com/album/across-the-mountains-a-macedonian-ambient-music-compilation

Through the Hills
30.04.2014 (Post Global Recordings)

Post Global Recordings is offering to its audience a wide-ranging, yet cohesive com-
pilation in celebration of two years of a rather impressionistic existence. The label 
roster grew bigger, and we are happy to announce some new artists appearing for 
the first time on our label. The compilation also contains tracks from some previ-
ously signed artists as well. It presents the sound and the concept of the label in a 
most consistent way, ranging from the slowest drones, through raw field recordings, 
to the deepest ambient.
“Amplidyne Effect - Pantone” is featured in this compilation along with artists like 
Maps and Diagrams, Bluhm, Emmerchik, Dimitar Dodovski, Mikael Lind, Olle Sjögren 
and so on.
http://post-global.com/releases/post011.html

Unknown Tone Records Vol. III (Various Artists 2014) 
21.12.2014 (Unknown Tone Records Compilation)

Compilation of music released in 2014 on Unkown Tone Records. 
Post Global Trio - VI is featured on this compilation for Unkown Tone Records. 

Artists include: Sima Kim, UNKNOWN, Porya Hatami, LCOMA, Ylid, Bengalfuel, Fran-
cesco Giannico, Darren McClure, Miguel Isaza, Danny Clay, Post Global Trio, Mono-
lyth & Cobalt & Steiner

https://unknowntonerecords.bandcamp.com/album/vol-iii-various-artists-2014

Tropic 69 10th Year Aniversary Compulation
7.04.2015 (TRO69 - Various Artists - 10)

Amplidyne Effect - Interpol (feat. Kashmir)” is featured first track in this compilation 
along with artists like Dimitar Dodovski, Lucid Picnic, Emmerichk, Julgast, D.Soul and 
so on. 

"We are happy to present you a compilation for our 10th year anniversary! As i start-
ed Tropic in 2005 i would never imagine it will be there for so long. Enjoy 12 Tracks 
ranging from Ambient to Deephouse from artists and friends who are connected 
with Tropic within the last 10 years!”

http://www.tropic-netlabel.de/releases/tropic-69/





REVIEWS & ARTICLES
1. Across The Mountains 
    (Review from Tome To The Weather Machine)

"This, more than anything, is to let you know this exists. I've really dug into this compilation of ambient artists from 
Macedonia with what started as native curiosity. What exactly does ambient music from Macedonia sound like? 
I've been burned before by pretty bad Eastern European electronic music when I listened to three hours of the stuff 
on the Underground Alliance series for another publication I write for. I'm really happy to say that this stuff is legit. 
Silber Records must have some pretty strong sway in the Balkans, because a lot of this would not sound out of 
place on Silber's fine repertoire of great drone records. Really engaging ambient music that runs a broad gamut. 
From wandering synth and field recordings by Dimitar Dodovski, to a sprawling 15 minute aleatoric piano piece 
with huge clouds of gathering static and ominous guitar crackle by fydhws, billowy projections of soft guitar-based 
droning by Amplidyne Effect, plus plenty of pulsing, Nu-New Age crystalline synth by Sherafedin Kurt. Sound_00 
and Airless Project hold down the dark-ambient side of things bringing some much needed noise and darker synth 
tones into this otherwise all-lights-on affair. Without the sticker shock of this being imported from Macedonia, I 
would be just as wholly impressed and grateful to have something to take with me as I study."

http://www.tometotheweathermachine.com/reviews/2014/08/across-mountains-macedonian-ambient-music-compilation

2. Long Ambient Journeys with Amplidyne Effect 
    (Review from Skopyeah)

“....Martin Georgievski aka Amplidyne Effect was hunched over his laptop, turning knobs, tuning his guitar…getting 
ready for his live act that he has brought with him to many events around the world. The room next door, through 
the narrow corridor, was the place of Martin’s art exhibit- photos he had taken on his trip to Japan, that were 
slightly distorted with a cryptic fuzziness. A railway, a glass building, some metal circles, a landscape with blue 
skies above it… this was the pretext to the sound design the small and privileged audience was about to experience. 
The guests pop in and out of the rooms and Martin is becoming anxious. He feels he should start right away so he 
summons the crowd- some twenty or so people of various ages, from college students to two elderly couples. He 
says: “Folks, I am about to start. I just wanted to ask you, would you prefer to watch a projection of me improvising 
in my audio software or would you like to watch the stars?” People opt for the stars and so Martin begins while 
the last empty spots on the improvised benches, padded and made of transportation pallets, were being taken. A 
long and deep, pristine wash sets the stage for some serious experimental ambient music. The projector throws 
images of red and purple, gaseous realms. Sounds of whizzing comets pop in and out of the stereo setup. Martin 
takes the guitar and holding it awkwardly on his lap, he tingles the strings while with the other hand he constantly 
turns knobs and plays on the small keyboard. The audience is becoming lulled into the darkness. From time to 
time, some peep their eyes at the changing images of Space, completely feeding from the sounds, while some have 
their eyes shut to enjoy it all in utter darkness. This goes on for some odd forty minutes, broken up in a strange 
discontinuity between time and space....”

http://skopyeah.com/?p=129



3. Location, Dis-location, Conflation: Rum Music By Russell Cuzner  
    (Review from The Quietus)

"Almost in complete contrast to Dead City Voice's international array of civic nightmares, Post Global Trio's Fluids 
is a relaxed dream of rural idylls produced by three guys from the same place - Skopje, Macedonia (despite their 
collective name's implication). The field recordings of Toni Dimitrov are central to the work, providing a near 
constant trickle of mountain streams, supplemented by crackling fires, bird song and insect-life. These pastoral 
cues are romanticised by crystalline synth and laid back guitar tones from Martin Georgievski and born aloft on 
electronic drifts from Dimitar Dodovski. Fluids’ six trips are somewhat similar, their evocations of floating around 
in fresh air, over cool-wet-grass bordering flowing waters narrowly misses being crystal shop muzak, although 
no less hackneyed than the noise of urban dystopias, just less theatrical and without tension. They steer shy of 
the incense and dream catchers through improvisation - Fluids was apparently recorded live - which traps small 
obstacles of unpredictability in its otherwise smooth, steady flow."

http://thequietus.com/articles/17146-rum-music-experimental-avant-garde

4. Post Global Trio Captures the Essence 
    of the Natural World on FLUIDS    
    (Review from BandJack)

“...The minimalistic melodies heard on the forty-three minute, six track Fluids album play out over an ever-present 
base of field recordings which capture the sound of rain falling, birds chirping, and streams babbling. The album’s 
title seems most appropriate considering how the material featured on it works since everything here is very flow-
ing and smooth. Though I could almost be convinced that Fluids stands as a slightly brighter companion piece to 
an album like Pyramids with Nadja or imagines what an ambient record made by Boards of Canada would sound 
like due to its use of airy, often barely-there melodies, I might be more inclined to compare the PGT sound to that 
of German group Popol Vuh, known for their soundtrack contributions to many of Werner Herzog’s films. As was 
the case with Popol Vuh, the music of Post Global Trio seems to replicate what life itself would sound like once one 
is removed from the hustle and bustle of modern city living.

Establishing the basic sound palette heard throughout the album, the first track unleashes a quietly dizzying 
array of bells and chimes which gently toll out the main “melody” as it exists in the piece. At ten and three-quar-
ter minutes, this opener is the longest here, incorporating electronic chirps and an omnipresent field recording 
which first features the pitter-patter of precipitation and goes on to include the sound of water gurgling along in 
a stream. The whole of the track is extremely enveloping and trance-inducing: even some increasingly strange, 
more jarring accented tones and noises that occur late in the going don’t disrupt the ongoing, resonant drone 
that exists at the center of the sound mix. A more immediately pleasant second track offers up a dynamic contrast 
to the heavy-handed opener, having a mixture of bubbling, playful keyboard melodies and quiet acoustic guitar 
heard over a crackly background of pure ambient sound. Late in the going, the more fleeting sonic elements are 
overpowered by piercing, whirring drones, yet the piece ends on a quietly optimistic note.

While the earlier tracks had some sense of an almost religious sense of wonderment, this aspect of PGT’s sound 
is more prominently on display in the third track which includes the sounds of distant birds cawing beneath loud, 
buzzing chords. In terms of its sound and ponderous chord structuring, this isn’t so far removed from the types of 
material heard on Aphex Twin’s Selected Ambient Works Volume II, but it seems more atmospheric than anything 
heard on that album. Again, there’s use of more jarring accents to create some variation in the piece, and it also 
throws in the sound of rushing water during its second half. Following a brief fourth track that suggests harsh 
winds ripping across a barren, alien landscape, Fluid’s fifth composition, full of twinkling piano, is arguably the one 
here that most recalls Brian Eno’s early ambient experiments. A throbbing, almost heartbeat-like sound introduced 
during its second half adds a seemingly misplaced mechanized element to the otherwise very ethereal piece, and 
the album’s final track marks a return to more earthy, natural-sounding material. Chirping birds and warbling, res-
onating keyboard tones are the immediately noticeable parts of this closing track, which doesn’t so much provide 
closure to the album as suggest an ongoing, possibly never-ending cycle.

Though it’s difficult to really describe much of what’s happening on Fluids, it certainly satisfies as a relaxing sound-
scape providing welcome relief from the stresses of everyday life. Since the majority of the tracks here are fairly 
similar in terms of the types of sounds heard in them and their basic construction, I could see some people being 
turned off by the album’s repetitive nature. It also could be said that neither the album as a whole nor any of the 
tracks in it come to a true climax at any point; it thus seems a bit “flat” in terms of its direction and purpose. Still, 
Post Global Trio has precisely embodied the spirit of the countryside and forest with this music and I suspect those 
who enjoy sound collage and the more atmospheric and arty side of the musical spectrum would appreciate what 
they have to offer here. As an genuinely comfortable and inviting ambient work (made even more impressive by 
the fact it was recorded live), this is quite simply exemplary.”

http://bandjack.com/post_global_trio-fluids/



5. Post Global Trio - Fluids Review
    (Review from Charoltte Sometimes Zine)

“Post Global Trio, the trio of Toni Dimitrov, Dimitar Dodovski and Martin Georgievski, all Macedonian lovers of ambient mu-
sic and this is their first, self-titled album (there’s already more new material that will be released on Twice Removed and 
elsewhere, during this year)… We have here one piece of music of one hour and that’s the whole album, so, after listening, 
probably naturally comes the question: is there enough happening to keep it interesting for an hour?! I thought this is an okay 
album… Sometimes leaping into repetition and without much happening in the music, when it stays just narrow ambience 
for probably too long, but the guys are into it and they’re having a jam session, so it’s probably ok… This album was played 
and recorded live and streamed on the frequency of 103 FM at the radio Kanal 103 in Skopje and online, internationally, so 
it’s a live recording… Combined into a full hour through the immaculate sound-shaped drones, field recordings and textures, 
it resonates somewhere between the abstraction and the narrative flow (that’s my words in the description for the release 
on the label’s site). Also: Even though it tends to be concrete to a certain degree, the sound of Post Global Trio still remains a 
mystery to enjoy and comprehend, within its own distinctive categorizations and impulses. (BR)”

https://charlottesometimeszine.wordpress.com/2014/02/27/post-global-trio-post-global-trio-post-global-recordings/

6. Post Global Trio - Fluids Review
    (Review from Критика.mk)

“...The Trio chooses their instruments and softwares carefuly: 4 Piezo Microphones, SynPrez FM emulator, Audacity,  Ableton 
Live, Native Instruments Massive Software Synthesizer, Pro 53 Synthesizer and so on... They create a completely different and 
unique tunel of sounds All 6 tracks give light to new meaning and scenario in the atmosphere of Fluids, in a moment you can 
find yourself in the wilderness of Lazaropole, the waves of the Aegean Sea, or an airport in Pariz. You can expect suspense of 
manipulative sounds, meditation of thinking or falling inside a wave of sound on Fluids.... back to the beginning.”

http://kritika.mk/album/fluids/

7. Condensed scenes of urban landscapes 
    (Article on Izlez.mk)

“...The exhibition is about one type of a photo journal the artist has taken on dierent locations around the world and shows 
us the urban landscapes of a large city or micromoments of technological advancements of the society: ambiental structures 
or visual cutouts of the locations he passed through. In this foxed views and motions are parts of bridges, metro stations, 
escalators or screens, as well as architecture and city skylines...”

http://www.izlez.mk/?p=18067

8. Martin Georgievski - I dislike artistic borders 
    (Interview for Makdenes)

“In the digital age we can do anything we want with photography and music. We can maniuplate with it in all kind of different 
ways to get a completely different kind of perspective...”
“Honestly, I don’t really want to work with some kind of themes, it gives you an obligation to work on some kind of boundries 
you basicly set for yourself. I’ve never worked this way - to put my own borders in my creativity. I wasn’t even aware that I 
would be some kind of a ‘photographer’... I really just wanted to make something that I felt would be a photograph or a design 
to express myself in some way...”

http://www.makdenes.org/content/article/25279570.html

9. "I am always looking for sounds that I would like to 'destroy' "
    Interview for Plagij.at

“...It’s a fairly interesting concept to collaboarate over the internet, you have so many opportunities to create sound and music 
with artists from other parts of the globe and you never actually met them in person. This type of communication works too 
because you can send your own part of the music and other artists can work on it and you can get an actual piece of compo-
sition that lasts for 10 minutes up to 1 hour...”
“Most of the “live” improvisation pieces in the Oldcast series are recorded solo and in one take. Their start usually consist of an 
empty canvas which gradually evolves in sound textures, instruments organic or synthetic ambiences and so on. The finished 
“product” is a generative experimental music recorded in a time trail of 1 hour in which some form might be quite different 
from the previous set. 

http://wwww.plagij.at/article/6400



10. Some Soundclouder Comments
“The layering of the voices sounds really cool, nice unique sounds you have going on here, and nice 
production aswell!” - Patrick_Shaffer
“This is really beautiful, man. Excellent work.” - FLORALS 
on Suspended Soul (feat. Kashmir)

“This whole track is beautiful, and that violin is majestic. Good shit. Keep it up” - Sleepsound
“This is dope so far, never been a huge fan of ambient music but I'm liking the eerie vibe from this” 
- No Delay
“this is so dreamy...good work” - supleezy
on Jupiter Shines (feat. Todd Kopec)

“Wonderful violin. Takes the song to a whole other level.” - u c h u u
“Beautiful landscape you’ve created, instrumentation and production are superb, great work.” 
- network lab
“I don't know why, but I still feel like this is AMAZING for Yoga! It's just so peaceful and floating. 
Impenetrable sound,
neutral sound.. ” - Florian Wahl
“This is the sort of ambient stuff I live for. Minimalist and done really well” - Wickerbird
“Lovely details/ ambient character all over the place. Great pads. It was worth the buildup wait. 
” - Koto Gramicia
on Mesmerized by Lightning (feat. Todd Kopec)

“This is so epic it made my ears bleed... following” - Mungo Nation
“I'm slowly going into a trance with this. This is definitely well made ambient.” - Burial at Sea
“Really light feeling to the track. Almost as if you were listening to the clouds.” - SKUL-e
on Longestday

“The pads with the harps <3 This is perfect.” - Proversion (on Fractal Inconsistency)
“This is seriously some of the best ambient music I’ve ever heard.” - Trelt (on Merope)
“This is an awesome track! Sound floating around my head... Listening to it third time in a row 
:)” - Black Drone (on Half)

11. Amplidyne Effect - Path (by John Rixon)
Abstract video by John Rixon of Path set to a painting in motion.
Path is the first track of “Oldcast #50 - Blossom”.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bSR-BvtM3mE
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24 / ОКТОМВРИ / 2013
( Ч е т в р т о к )
21:00ч - City Jazz Club MOJO

ul.Luj Paster br.3a, 1000 Skopje pozadi Sobranie
reservations: 071 345 710











CONTACT, LINKS & INFO
Amplidyne Effect or Meissa Ionis (or a mix of both sounds) plays solo or under different
circumstances as a band, the shows range from ambient / drone / noise sounds to 
electronic / pseudo noise-post-rock sounds. Mostly the sound variety depends on 
the venue, most places with seatings (theatres, cinemas, bars with seatings...) could 
experience a quieter more ambiental setting of sound, while loud places (clubs, 
standing venues, bars...) could have a more louder show with electronic elements.

*Usual equipment needs for Solo shows:
1x Microphone,
1x Table,
1x Mixer (atleast 2-4 channels)
Sound Monitors

(Optional)
1x Electric Guitar (When traveling abroad)
1x 3 Octave or more Midi Keyboard (When traveling abroad)

(Complete rider list will be provided for the show)
(For full band shows and ‘Post Global Trio’, the equipment list may vary!)
(Please provide refreshments and transporation!)

BOOKING & INFO
 amplidyneeffect@yahoo.com (for Amplidyne Effect or Meissa Ionis)
 tonidimitrov@gmail.com (for Post Global Trio)

LINKS
Soundcloud: http://soundcloud.com/amplidyne-effect
Mixcloud: http://www.mixcloud.com/amplidyneeffect
Bandcamp: http://amplidyneeffect.bandcamp.com
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/AmplidyneEffect
Last.FM: http://www.last.fm/music/Amplidyne+Effect
Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/user/Amplidyneeffect
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